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A Design for Elevator Group Controller of Building
Using Adaptive Dual Fuzzy Algorithm
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Professor, School of Mechanical engineering, Sungkyunkwan University, 300 Chunchunr dong,
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In this paper, the development of a new group controller for high-speed elevators is described

utilizing the approach of adaptive dual fuzzy logic. Some goals of the control are to minimize

the waiting time, mean-waiting time and long-waiting time in a building. When a new hall call

is generated, an adaptive dual fuzzy controller evaluates the traffic patterns and changes the
membership function of a fuzzy rule base appropriately. A control algorithm is essential to

control the cooperation of multiple elevators in a group and the most critical control function

in the group controller is an effective and proper hall call assignment of the elevators. The group

elevator system utilizing adaptive dual fuzzy control clearly performs more effectively than

previous group controllers.
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1. Introduction

As buildings get higher and bigger, elevators

become faster and more people have to move from

one building to another, group control is crucial

in controlling multiple elevators at the same time

for the convenience of users. In this paper, we will

demonstrate how its performance can be
improved by improving the previous control logic

of the elevator system.

In the initial elevator group control, the system

is functioned by using the simple traffic pattern
which is normal, Down-peak, and Up-peak. The

previous group control was carried out according

to the waiting time of each hall call using a

microprocessor (Cho, Y. c., Gagov, Z., and

Kwon, W. H., 1999). T. Tobita (Tobita, T.,

Fujino, A., Inaba, H., Yoneda, K., and

Ueshinma, T., 1991) used this method, but the
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group control methods using fixed evaluating

factors can not evaluate complementary control

goals totally because only one control goal is

minimized. The traffic demand in a high-rise

building is mostly from bottom to top or the
opposite pattern. Studies have also been reported

to simplify the problems of the group control

system for these specific traffic demands. D. L

Pepyre (Pepyne, D. L. and Cassandras, C. G.,

1996: Pepyne, D. L. and Cassandras, C. G., 1997:
Pepyne, D. L. and Cassandras, C. G., 1998) has

studied Up-peak traffic pattern in detail.

W. L Chan (Chan, L. W. and So, A. T. P.,

1995: Chan, L. W. and So, A. T. P., 1997: So, A.

T. P., Yu, 1. K. L., and Chan, W. L., 1999)

proposed the dynamic zoning method which

dynamically changes the zone allocated to an

elevator in accordance with the change in traffic

demand. This zoning or dynamic zoning method
is essential during rush hour in a high-rise build

ing, but it could be less effective in a medium-size

building. Also, it cannot be used in a building

where many people move from one floor to
another like many department stores.

A. F. Alani (Alani, F. A., Mehta, P., Stonham;

J., and Prowse, R., 1995) did exhaustive research
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Fig. 1 Adaptive dual fuzzy controller

2. Adaptive Dual Fuzzy Control
Theory

2.1 Adaptive dual fuzzy controller
Figure 1 shows the structure of an adaptive

dual fuzzy controller. The adaptive dual fuzzy
controller consists of a plant control fuzzy part
and an adaptive fuzzy part to change the
coefficients of the membership function.

Assuming that the state input of the system for
a fuzzy control part is Xl, xz, ... , Xn and the output

0,.0 ..... 0
Adaptive

Fuzzy Part

A fuzzy controller can be used generally in the
processing of uncertain or unreliable data when it
is input from a known system, that is, from a
predictable system. But in unpredictable
situations or when there are parameters which
affect the input variable, it is difficult to use a
general fuzzy controller. These systems need a
mechanism to change the rule base as the
conditions change.

disadvantages of fuzzy rule include the difficulty
of regulating fuzzy membership functions and the
need for great efforts to develop and make new
rules.

In this paper, we used fuzzy logic to satisfy the
various control goals and we proposed an
adaptive dual fuzzy controller to solve the prob
lem of fixing a rule base. Also, we evaluated the
performance of the group controller under the
various traffic conditions using an elevator
experiment device.

to find every possible way of reducing the overall
traveling time of passengers. B. A. Powel (Powell,
A. B., 1992) developed the channeling method to
control rush hour traffic and lunch time traffic.
Channeling is an attempt to serve users who have
the same destination with one elevator by
reducing the number of high floors in service.
This concept has been developed with regard to
both office opening hours and closing hours.

The present method of elevator group control
mainly uses artificial intelligence (So, A. T. P.,
Yu, J. K. L., and Chan, W. L., 1999) such as
neural networks or fuzzy logic (Kaneko, M.,
Ishikawa, T., and Sogawa, Y., 1998: Bum, K. C.
and Bac, Y. L., 1995: Gudwin, R., Gomide, F.,
and Andrade Netto, M., 1998). Group control
using a neural network (Zhu, D., Li, J., Zhou, Y.,
Guanghui, S., and Kai, H., 1997) is made to adapt
to new conditions through the transmission of
continuous learning and input data.

M. Amano (Amano, M., Yamajaki, M., and
Ikejima, H., 1995) recognized traffic patterns
using a neural network and used it for the as
signment of hall calls. In other logical studies, A.
T. P. So (So, A. T. P., Beebe, J. R., Chan, L. W.,
and Liu, K. S., 1995) used the neural network
technology to recognize five traffic patterns (Up
-peak, Down-peak, Off-peak, One-way, and

Two-way). These methods using a neural net
work can not be operated on-line, but they can be
operated in off-line. Also, they require a lot of
learning data and cannot learn every possible
situation.

It was Mitsubishi Corporation that first applied
fuzzy logic to elevator systems (Umeda, Y.,
Uetani, K., Ujihara, H., and Tsuji, S., 1989).

Whenever people want to board an elevator, an
appropriate rule is chosen by the if-then rule. The
reason why the fuzzy rule was applied to elevator
group control was due to the uncertainty of the
elevator system. The advantage of this kind of
group control using the fuzzy rule is that an
expert decides the rule of the control, and the rule
of the control is fixed when it is installed. The
group controller can easily manage the uncer
tainty and the nonlinearity of an elevator with the
help of the experience of an expert. But the
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is u. The parameters which affect the input
variables are Ph P2, "', pm.

The direct method devised by Mamdani is used
as the inference method in this case. The rule base
of a plant control fuzzy part is given below:

RI) If Xl is Al and )(z is Bl and ... and Xn is
Ni then u is U,

If Xl is Az and Xz is B2 and ... and Xn is
N2 then u is Us

If Xl is An and Xz is Bn and ... and Xn is
Nn then u is Un (1)

And the rule base of the adaptive fuzzy part is
as follows:

R2- I) If PI is PI and 1'2 is Qr and", and pm
is 51 then e,. is V II

If PI is Pe and 1'2 is Q2 and ... and pm
is 82 then fA is VZl

If pI is Pz and P2 is Bz and ..• and Pm
is Nz then fA is Vzl

R2-L) If PI is PI and P2 is Ql and", and pm
is SI then 8L is V IL

If PI is Pa and 1'2 is Q2 and ... and pm
is 52 then 8L is V 2L

If PI is Pz and P2 is Bz and ... and pm
is Na- then fiL is VzL. (2)

R2 includes the rule base for fk, "', 8t-l.
According to the above rule base, A, B, N, U,

P, Q, S, V are all fuzzy sets and 8 is the center
value of fuzzy set U. If a definite value, XI', xz', ."
xn' and PI', P2"", pm', from the plant is input into
the adaptive dual fuzzy controller, output Uo can
be defined in the following way:

¢J.= J.!.P, (PI') 1\ J1.<Jl (N) /\ ... /\ J.!.S, (Pm')
f/;z= J.!.p.z (Pt') /\ J1.<J~ (P-/) /\ •••/\ J.!.s. (Pm')

r.Pz= J1.pz{P{) /\J1.<Jz (Pz') /\ ... /\f.tsz(Pm') (3)

Thus, the inference result of the rule base R2-1
is as follows:

J.!.Vil ( e,.) = r.Pl/\ J.!.Vll ( 81)
J.!.V2l ( 81) = ¢i2/\ J.!.V21 ( e,.)

(4)

and the final inference result is given below:

J.!.v i (fA) = J.!.rJl (fA) V J.!.vtl (fA) V .. , V J.!.vzl (fA) (5)

Using the same method, if you apply to fk, ... ,

o:
J.!.v? (fk) = J.!.vlZ (fk) V J.!.v?z (fk) V .. · V f.!.vi2 (fk)

f.!.v3 (8J)= ,uV13 (8J) V ,uV?3 (fh) V," V !J.vi3 (8J)

!J.vi(81) =jJ.vt'I(81) V J.!.V?'I{ 8t ) V· .. V J.!.vil(l31). (6)

A defuzzifier using the center of gravity method
is as defined below:

810=!J.!.vi(y)ydy!!J.!.v1(y)dy

fko= !,uv?(y) ydy]!f.!.v2(y) dy

If these values are applied to the plant fuzzy
part, the membership function of the plant control
fuzzy part UI, U2, "', Un changes to ill, il2, "',
un, we define the final output value Uo in the
following way:

Ji,lii(u)=Ji,At (Xil\Ji,Bl (;cil\ ···I\!J.Nt (x;') l\!J.u) 1(u)

/.lUZ( u) =/.lAo (Xi1\!J.B. {Xi1\"'/\Ji,Nt (x;,) l\fJ.uh(u)

/iiii,(U) =f./.A:(XiI\PB,(xi!\···!\,uNl(XI,) l\Ji,u)n(U) (8)

,uii.(U)=piii(u) V J.!.iii(u) V'" V,uuit(u) (9)

Uo= !uii.(y}Ydy/!J.!.ii.(y)dy (10)

3. System Configuration

Figure 2 shows the configuration of the eleva
tor group control system.

The group controller gets the information nec
essary for operation from each car controller and
then allocates a hall call to the optimal elevator
satisfying the evaluation goal. A hall call is a call
which registers the intention of a passenger to use
the elevator. There are two kinds of call: Up-Hall
Call, and Down-Hall Can.

A monitoring system displays the current state
of the elevator from the state data, and also
gathers and saves all kinds of operation data. In
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Table 1 System information of a elevator system

Time

Fig. 3 Parameter on hall call response time

FI 0
Df 0
C IS 0
H IS 0
V 0
L, 0

Symbol Observability

T
I

I
1°2

4Transit time 1
between two tloor~Demanc of

Time 10 open/closedoorand downhallcall
to load/unload oasseocers

S= number ofstops

/2
1

N

Present Floor
Direction of Car

Car Call Set
Hall Call Set
Speed of Car
Weight Excess

Item

Floor

3.1.2 Hall call response time: Tr
To calculate the hall call response time (T r )

accurately, the model must be made with

consideration given to all the state information of

the elevator.
The actual T, may be longer or shorter than the

estimated value if there is a cancellation request,
another input call, an existing car call, an

allocation hall call, position of the elevator or any

actions which affect the speed or direction of the

elevator.
Figure 3 shows the parameters which are

needed for the calculation of the hall call response

time.
When calculating Tr, a preferentially

considered problem is the moving distance (D =
D1+Dz) to the floor from which the hall call

comes , and the stop count (5) which is

experienced while moving to a hall call. Also. as
well as D, S, the dela yed time caused by the

passengers and the opening and the shutting time

of the elevator door must be considered.

control systems. Table I shows the observable

data of an elevator system.

3.1.1 The state information of a group con
trol system

Elevator systems have to know the state
information of the system in order to make accu

rate system modeling. The state information is the

data forecasting the next action of the system by

describing the current state of the system. State
information is generally classified into observable

and non-observable.
For example, the floor where an elevator stays

is the observable data and the number of

passengers inside an elevator is the non
observable data. Therefore, the observable data is

the only state information used for making group

3.1 System modeling

Fig. 2 System configuration

addition to the described functions, the
mon itoring system supplies a control format by

transmitting the requests of the operator to the

group controller.
The car controller, as the real part operation

elevator, controls the start, acceleration,
deceleration, stop and door open/dose functions,

and transmits the state information of the elevator

which decides on operation to the group control
ler. The group controller decides the optimal

allocation car and transmits the state data to the

monitoring system. The optimal allocation is reg

istered by the state data transmitted from the car
controller and the requests of the operator trans

mitted from the monitoring system.
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Where, Up is the evaluation value of Up-peak,

ap is the weight factor, Cnp is the number of car

calls for hnc-pth hall call. If a car call is not

generated due to not being serviced for Up-hall

call of hnc, then Cnp= I for the car calls that will

come in next. tp is the time interval of each hall
call. ap= (6-p) 2,because the data just short of

hnc is the most important, old data has less
weight.

In contrast to the Up-peak traffic, in Down

peak traffic a Down-hall call is simultaneously

generated at many floors for a short time. Thus,

we need to add a number of old data. The
formula of Down-peak traffic is as follows:

kinds of traffic differ.

The important data for calculating the degree

of Up-peak traffic are the time intervals to show

how often hall calls are generated from the former

Up-hall calls when a new Up-hall call is

generated and the number of car calls from the

prev ious hall call . A large number of car calls
appear to show that many people want service .

Figure 4 shows data to calculate the degree of
Up-peak when a new Up-hall call (hnc) is
generated.

When the time interval between a new Up-hall

call and the previous hall call is small and there

are many car calls , we can define that as Up-peak

traffic . The data just short of generating of a new

hall call is most important, old data has less

weight. The formula for this is as follows:

(15)

TimeI,I~

V
C

•
,
• ~

Co2 ;

t I
I

I I

TT _~ c;
up-""", arri":

P=l tp

Fig.4 Variable of traffic pattern

u c Hall Call

1\.0

h...-l

C...
h...-2 •

C... I
h.,.-3 •
1\.0-4 Vh...- 5

i I,

Is I, I,

D= (Fn-Fj)'X ( I I)

S=CS-His- (C s n H is) ( 12)
Ts=Td+pj , TPI+PO' Tpu (13)

Where, Fn is the new floor where the hall call

has occurred, F1 is the current floor of the eleva

tor , X is the floor to floor distance, CI' is the car
call number of car n and HI. is the hall call

number of car n. T, is the delay time when an

elevator stop occurs. T d is the opening and

shutting time of the elevator door. T pi is the time

it takes for one passenger to get on the elevator.

TPU is the time it takes for one passenger to get off
the elevator. PI is the number of passengers who

get on the elevator, and Po is number of
passengers who get off the elevator.

The hall call response time is calculated in

accordance with the upper parameters. The results
are as follows, and the value given is the time to
the new hall call.

In this study, the mean waiting time (Tm) to do

the group control, which does the work of each
elevator uniformly, and the long waiting time

(T 1) are selected as evaluation goals to evaluate

the allocation of elevators.

3.1.3 A pattern decision of traffic state
This method suitably changes the rule base and

allocates an optimal elevator according to the
traffic pattern (Up-peak traffic, Down-peak traf

fic, or Normal traffic). Thus, in this paper, we

present a method of mutating the degree of the

traffic pattern whenever a call is generated. As

these values changed, the fuzzy rule base is
adapted.

Generally, in a building the pattern of Up-peak
traffic is different from that of Down-peak traffic.

Up-peak traffic is mainly generated around office
arr ival hours. After an Up-hall call is generated

at a base floor (mainly the 1st floor ) , the car calls

of all floors are generated. While the Down-peak

traffic is mainly generated at lunch time and

clos ing hours. After the Down-hall calls of all

floors are generated, the car call of the base floor

is generated. As a result, calculations of the two
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(16)

rule 2) If r, is VB and T1 is BG then IJ12 is VS

4. Design of Adaptive Dual Fuzzy
Controller

1Jl2 : Priority2
BG: Big MD: Middle

VS : Very Small

IJfi. : Priority I
VB: Very Big

SM : Small

We represent two fuzzy rule bases which can be

used to allocate the optimal elevator as given

below:

rule I) rr r, is VB and r, is BG then IJfi. is VS

In this paper, the waiting time (T r) , mean
waiting time (Tm) , and long waiting time (T 1)

are the evaluating measures.
After the group controller calculates the values

of each elevator car, it allocates the elevator car

with the highest value. For this, the fuzzy rule

base is as follows.
A linguistic variable of the fuzzy controller is

given below:

r.: Waiting Time Tm : Mean Waiting Time
T1 : Long Waiting Time

VL : Very Long LG : Long MD :

Middle
SH : Short VS : Very Short

The calculation procedure of the reassignment

is as follows:

1. Check time of a hall call (HCT: Hall Call
Time)

2. Check that the hall call time is equal to L,

3. If HCT is equal to L, allocate an elevator to

stop at the floor from where hall call was

generated

4. If there is no elevator to stop at the floor, the
group controller gathers the state

information from the elevators

5. Calculate the Tr of each elevator

6. Calculate Tr(O) <TrW
7. Reassign the elevator to have the smallest T,

value

al=a2=a3=5, a4=aS=a6=4, a,=as=ag=3

alO=aU =aI2=2 aI3=aI4=alS= I (17)

We define normal traffic as being the value of

Up-peak and Down-peak below a specific value.

It=2·j.h
v

When reassignment is generated below this
time, there is a possibility that hall calls may be

excessive. This possibility increases if the

reassignment time is too late or too fast, or if the

efficiency is low. Thus, in this paper, we set the
proper reassignment time as follows,

3.1.4 Reassignment algorithm
When a new hall call is generated, the group

controller gathers the present state information of

the elevator from the car controller and allocates
the optimal elevator. But this hall call can change

to an inefficient allocation because of the

generating of a car call by the allocated hall call,
the accumulation of allocations of new hall calls,

and the uncertain action of the passengers. Thus,

this allocation error which appears as a state

change needs to be reassigned at some given
moment. Then the performance of the elevator

system will improve.

In this paper, focusing on real time and
efficiency, we set a limit time (L t) and reassigned

a hall call to reach this value.

We propose the following method to select Lt.
L, can be changed according to the number of

floors in a building and the speed of the elevator.

When v represents the speed of the elevator, f
represents the floor number of the building, h

represents the height from floor to floor, and it
represents a long waiting time, we can calculate

the long waiting time as follows,

15 C
Dp= ~ ap.--!!P..-

P=I tp

In contrast to the Up-peak traffic, the ap of

hnc-I is almost the same as that of hnc-2 because

a hall call is simultaneously generated at many

floors for a short time. Thus, we define it as

follows:
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Table 2 Rule base for /Pi
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_ ole.

~ YL LG MDTr
SH YS

YL YS YS SM SM SM

LG YS SM SM MD MD

MD SM MD MD MD BG

SH MD MD BG BG YB

YS MD BG BG YB YB

Table 3 Rule base for /P2

, ...

: r CatConuoUtfS,,,,..

~ YL LG MD SH
Tr

YS

YL YS YS YS YS VS

LG VS SM SM SM SM

MD YS SM MD MD BG

SH SM I MD BG BG YB

Ad agUve
FuzzY Pari

Fuzzv rule

O .U C a cui llt ion I
!

r FunU;. r 1
1

Funy In f. renc e I.-
I Oefun il er I

T ./
M em bershlD functio n 1...

YS I MD I BG BG YB VB
Fig. 6 Block diagram of the elevator group control

system

fb (i) = Wi (j) + q;(i) +A(i)
U=Max[ fb(i)].

I HCT ·O.U -n,
Herm:mcl:ed< I

I
l~at Mmun Tr{ ij l

Fig. 5 The flow chart of reassignment algorithm

In this paper, we have twenty-five rule bases

that represent the priority of each car with refer
ence to the waiting time (Tr) and the mean

waiting time (TaJ and twenty-five rule bases that
represent the priority of each car with reference to
the waiting time (Tr ) and the long waiting time
(T i ) .

Tables 2 and 3 show these rule bases.

The priorities I and 2 are calculated by a fuzzy
inference engine from these rule bases, and the

evaluation value ( fb ) of each car is calculated.

The car that has the highest value of all the
elevator cars is the final allocation car (D).

( 18)

(19)

The A is the weight factor used to increase the
possibility of selecting i-th elevator when a new

hall call is generated on the floor where the i-th
elevator is going to stop. Also, the weight
increases when a new hall call is generated at the

nearest floor to the car call. Figure 6 shows a
block diagram of the elevator group control sys
tem using an adaptive dual fuzzy controller.

5. Simulation Result

In this paper, we have developed a graphic
simulator to evaluate the performance of the
adaptive dual fuzzy controller and we have

compared it with the previous controller. Figure 7
shows a graphic simulator of an elevator group

control system.
As it is necessary to compare hall calls and car
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Table 4 A system characteristic Table 5 A simulation result

Floors Floor 7
Number of elevator 3

each group using the long waitmg and mean

responding time for the hall calls because they are

used as efficiency measures in normal operations.
The results of the simulation appear in Table 5.

For long wait generation, the minimum long

waiting time method shows better results than the
previous controller, and the fuzzy controller

shows even better results. The adaptive dual fuzzy

controller proposed in this paper appears to pro

vide the best result, because the group controller
appropriately allocated the elevator in all the

traffic patterns.

Tables 6 and 7 show each generating number of
long waits in Up-peak and Down-peak. As seen

in Fig. 9, using the adaptive dual fuzzy method
long waits occasionally appear more than in the

other methods. This is similar for Down-peak
traffic. Also, the fuzzy controller is similar to the

adaptive dual fuzzy controller for Down-peak.

Table 6 The generation number of long waiting
during up-peak traffic(simulation)

Number of Total Mean
long time waiting time waiting time

Minimum waiting
15 44015 27.545

time method

Minimum mean
10 41265 25.75

waiting time method

Minimum long
12 42365 26.45

waiting time method

Fuzzy method 7 38065 23.75

Adaptive Dual
5 35165 21.95

Fuzzy method

Above Above Above
Total

1ODs 80s 60s

Minimum waiting
0 0 I I

time method

Minimum mean
0 0 I 1

waiting time method

Minimum long
0 0 2 2

waiting time method

Fuzzy method 0 0 I I

Adaptive Dual
0 0 0 0

Fuzzy method

.: r.
~ ~ ~..- t r..
!
j I:

·-i {;
-lj ' ~

' 000"'"

Fig. 8 Data of traffic pattern

.,
e

I "

i
1.( "

> f

~"

I! ·".
I

'"

Fig. 7 The display of graphic simulator

A use of building Office

Speed of elevator 0.96 m/min
Height of floor 8cm

calls with the previous operation system, we car
ried out experiments by storing voluntary datum

for 15-20 minutes and responding to this datum

during the appointed time. We set the turns of
generating call datum. First, normal traffic occurs

and then Up-peak traffic occurs slowly for 5

minutes. This is followed by normal traffic and
then Down-peak traffic occurs for 5 minutes.

Figure 8 shows the values of Up-peak and Down

peak in the generating datum. Table 4 shows the
initial setting of the whole system.

In this paper, we compared the control style of
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Table 7 The generation number of long waiting
during down-peak traffic fsimulation)

Above Above Above
lOOs 80s 60s

Total

Minimum waiting
I 5 5 11

time method

Minimum mean
0

waiting time method
3 5 9

Minimum long
0 I 7 8

waiting time method

Fuzzy method 0 1 5 6

Adap tive Dual
0 0 4 4

Fuzzy method

?rocess Ti e(sec )

Table 8 A experiment result

Number of' ] Total Mean

lo ng time waiting time waiting time

Minimum waiting
19 50245 31.45

time method I

Minimum mean

wait ing time method
8 3143 5 19.65

Minimum long
8 I 3836 5 23.9.

wait ing time method

Fuzzy meth od 7 29935 18.75

Adaptive Dual
4 28545 17.85

Fuzzy method

Fig. 11 An elevator group operation

shows that the mean waiting time settles down in

all traffic patterns. This result means that the

waiting time of the passengers is reduced during

Up-peak and Down-peak traffic.

To summarize the above simulation results, the

previous group controller showed a good result in

un ique traffic pattern s or u n iq ue control goals,

but the adaptive dual fuzz y controller adapted

well to changes in traffic patterns, considering

various control goals.

The distribution of hall call waiting time

.....:.--..;--.;;;;:";._=---==_= =:_= .....,... _.-. __~....r-
'- _ . .~o.-~

I
'_ . ..

~-.r: " . ",-~ .-
-- _..

1/ ~

-
,,

Fig. 9

Fig. 10 The mean-waiting time transition on hall
call 6. Experiment Result

For mean-waiting time, as shown in Fig. 10,

the adaptive dual fuzzy controller shows the best

result of all the controllers. The minimum mean

waiting time method shows a good result for Up

peak, but suddenly begins to increase for Down

peak traffic. The other group controller shows

that the mean waiting time rapidly increases in

Up-peak, and gradually sett les down in Down

peak, while the adaptive dual fuzzy controller

In this paper, we carried out experiments using

a model elevator experiment device to prove the

proposed effectiveness of the adaptive dual fuzzy

algorithm. Figure 11 shows the working elevator

experiment device.

In this experiment, we set 30 seconds for LT

under the conditions of reassignment and

compared the previous algorithm with the

proposed adaptive dual fuzzy algorithm. The
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· 10
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Fig. 12 The mean-waiting time transit ion on hall
call

results are given in T able 8.
As seen using the minimum waiting time meth 

od, the minimum mean waiting time and the

minimum long waiting time, the long waiting
time generating number is shown best using the

minimum long waiting time method, and the

mean waiting time is best shown using the mini
mum mean waiting time method. The fuzzy

method that considers both of them can improve

the mean waiting time, bu t it is similar to the

other algorithms with a long waiting time

generating number.
This resultes from the fact that the fixed rule

base cannot satisfy both Up-peak and Down

peak traffic conditions.
As seen in the graph in Fig. 12, Down- peak is

superior to the other algorithms in the mean

waiting time, but Up-peak is inferior. If we made
a rule base whic h po inted to the minimum long
wai ting time, which was excellent in Up-peak,

the result could be the opposite.
For the above traffic situations, the fuzzy con 

troller has its weak points. But the proposed
adaptive dual fuzzy algorithm performs better, if

we change the rule base in real time according to

the traffic situation. The results of this are given

in Table 8.
In the table, we can notice that if we reduce the

long-waiting time by four times , the mean-wait

ing time improves by about 10- 30%.

As seen in Tables 9 and 10, the waiting times

improve both during Up-peak and during Down

peak.
Table. 8 shows the generation number of long

Ta ble 9 The generation number of long waiting
during up-peak trafficfexperiment)

Above AboveIAbove Total
lOOs 80s 60s

Minimum waiting
0 2 I 6 8

time method
I

Minimum mean
0 2 i I 3

waiting time method, I
Minimum long 1

I 0
I

I 2
waiting time method I

Fuzzy method 0 0 I I I

Adaptive Dual
0 0

I
0 0

Fuzzy method

Table 10 The generation number of long waiting
during down-peak traffic (experiment)

I
Above l Above l~

100s 80s I 60s I L otat

-M-i-n-im-u-m-w-a-it-in-g-I I 4 'I' 7 ~
time method I 1-'

Minimum mean !
0 I I 3 4

waiting time method

Minimum long I

0 0 I 4
I

4
waiting time method

Fuzzy method 0 I I 4 5

Adaptive Dual
0 0 I 3 3

Fuzzy method

waits during Down-peak traffic.
The adaptive dual fuzzy algorithm reduces the

waiting time and the generation number of long

waiting.
The results of the experiments are different to

the simulation results under the same conditions.

The reason for this is that the distance between
each floor, and the motor speed of each elevator

was the same as in the simulation, but the distance

between each floor was different in the

experiment.
In an actual building, there are uncenain

elements because hall calls and car calls are not

fixed, and the stop-time on a floor is different

depending on the user. It is impossible to expect
any improvement on these uncenainties. But we

are sure that the proposed adaptive dual fuzzy

algorithm is superior to other algorithms. And we
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are also sure that it has strong points with respect
to the convenience of users and for effective oper
ation.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we carried out the following
studies on the efficiency of elevator operation,
and improved the elevator group control logic for
the convenience of users.

(1) We proposed the adaptive dual fuzzy con
troller to satisfy the various control goals, and to
solve the problems of adapting to changes in
traffic patterns.

(2) We proposed new methods which analyze
both the recognition of a traffic pattern and a hall
call at the same time to find out the present real
time traffic conditions.

(3) We were able to reduce the generating
number of long waiting times that appear by
generating car calls by allocating hall calls, the
accumulation allocation of a new hall call, and
the uncertain action of passengers by introducing
a reassignment algorithm with reference to real
time and efficiency.

(4) We were able to compare and analyze the
performance of the proposed group controller
with the previous group controller by using an
experiment device which works similarly to a real
elevator.
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